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Nonmonotonic relaxation kinetics of confined systems
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The specific features of relaxation kinetics in systems with different kinds of confinements are discussed in
the paper. In contrast to the usual Arrhenius, Eyring, or Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann patterns, a quite unusual
nonmonotonic dependence of relaxation time versus temperature is observed in such systems. Based on the
free volume concept, a model for this type of kinetics was illustrated by several particular examples: water
confined in porous glasses and in zeolites, confined liquid crystals, doped ferroelectric crystals, and heteropoly-
mer folding.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically the termkineticswas introduced in chemistry
for the temperature dependency of chemical reaction ra
The simplest model, which describes the dependency o
action ratek on temperatureT, is the so-called Arrhenius
law,1

k5k0 expS 2
Ea

kBTD , ~1!

where Ea is activation energy,kB51.381310223 J K21 is
the Boltzmann constant, andk0 is the pre exponential facto
corresponding to the fastest reaction rate at the limitT
→`. In his original paper1 Arrhenius deduced this kineti
law from the transition state theory. The basic idea beh
Eq. ~1! was considered to be the single-particle process p
vided by the transition between two states separated by
potential barrier of heightEa . After Arrhenius, many authors
suggested several other explanations for Eq.~1! and pro-
posed similar models, which described chemical reac
kinetics.2 Then the next development of the chemical re
tion rates theory was provided by Eyring,2–4 who suggested
a more advanced model:

k5
kBT

\
expS DS

kB
2

DH

kBTD , ~2!

whereDS is activation entropy,DH is activation enthalpy,
and\56.626310234 J s is the Plank constant. As in the ca
of Eq. ~1! the Eyring law~2! is also based on the idea of
transition state. However, in contrast to the Arrhenius mo
~1!, the Eyring Eq.~2! is based on more accurate evaluatio
for the equilibrium reaction rate constant, producing the
tra factor proportional to the temperature.

The models~1! and~2! are used to explain the kinetics o
chemical reaction rates and were also found to be very us
for other applications. Taking into account the relations
t;1/k, Eqs.~1! and~2! can describe the temperature depe
dency of relaxation timet versus temperature for the pro
cesses such as dielectric or mechanical relaxation that ar
related to chemical transmutations. The reason for this s
larity is the idea of a transition state for a chemical react
that considers the energy barrier between the initial and fi
0163-1829/2004/69~1!/014204~10!/$22.50 69 0142
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state. Therefore, relaxation processes, provided by the t
sition between the two states separated by an energy ba
may also obey Arrhenius or Eyring laws. In this paper w
shall discuss the temperature dependencies of relaxa
times and argue about such processes as for the ‘‘relaxa
kinetics.’’

The relaxation kinetics of Arrhenius and Eyring typ
were found for an extremely wide class of systems in diff
ent aggregative states.5–8 Nevertheless, in many cases, the
laws cannot explain the experimentally observed tempera
dependences of relaxation rates in different systems. Thu
describe the relaxation kinetic, especially for amorphous
glass-forming substances,9–13 many authors have used th
following expression:

lnS t

t0
D5

DTK

T2TK
, ~3!

whereTK is the characteristic temperature at which the
laxation time diverges andD is the dimensionless constan
widely referred to as fragility. This model was first propos
in 1921 by Vogel.14 Shortly after it was independently dis
covered by Fulcher15 and then utilized by Tammann an
Hesse16 to describe their viscosimetric experiments. Thu
Eq. ~3! has been referred to as the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamm
~VFT! law. It is widely held now that VFT relaxation kinetic
found its explanation in the framework of the Adam a
Gibbs model.17 This model is based on the Kauzmann co
cept of configurational entropy,12,18which is supposed to dis
appear for an amorphous substance at temperatureTK . Thus,
based on this configurational entropy concept, the coin
dence between the experimental data and VFT law is usu
interpreted as a sign of cooperative behavior in a disorde
glass-like state.

An alternative explanation of the VFT model~3! is based
on the free volume concept introduced by Fox a
Floury19–21to describe the relaxation kinetics of polystyren
The main statement of this concept is that the probability
moving a polymer molecule segment is related to the f
volume availability in a system. Later the concept of fr
volume was applied to the wider class of disordered so
by Doolittle22 and Turnbull and Cohen,23 who suggested
similar relationships that in the terms of relaxation tim
could be rewritten in the form
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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lnS t

t0
D5

v0

v f
, ~4!

wherev0 is the volume of a molecule~a mobile unit! andv f
is the free volume per molecule~per mobile unit!. Thus, if
one implies that the free volume increases with tempera
v f;T2TK , then from Eq.~4! the VFT law ~3! is immedi-
ately obtained.

Later, the VFT kinetic model was generalized by Bend
and Shlesinger.24 Starting from the assumption that the rela
ation of an amorphous solid is provided by some mob
defects, they deduced the relationship betweent andT in the
form

lnS t

t0
D5

B

~T2TK!3/2, ~5!

whereB is a constant dependent on the defect concentra
and the characteristic correlation length of the defect sp
distribution.24 The model~5! is not as popular as the VFT
law; however, it has been found to be really useful for so
particular substances.25,26

Another type of currently discussed kinetics pattern is
lated to the so-called mode-coupling theory~MCT! devel-
oped by Go¨tze and Sjo¨gren,27 which suggests that the coop
erative relaxation process in supercooled liquids a
amorphous solids is a kind of a critical phenomenon a
predicts the dependency of relaxation time versus temp
ture for such substances in the form

t;~T2Tc!
2g, ~6!

whereTc is a critical temperature andg is the critical MCT
exponent. Equation~6! was introduced for the first time b
Bengtzeliuset al.28 to discuss the temperature dependency
viscosity for methyl-cyclopean and later was utilized for
number of other systems.29,30

The short review of different models for the relaxatio
kinetics presented above cannot possibly cover all kno
possibilities. However, as can be seen from Eqs.~1!–~3!, ~5!,
and ~6!, the vast majority of relaxation kinetics models im
plies a monotonic decrease of relaxation time with an
crease in temperature. Nevertheless, recently the scien
community has witnessed several absolutely different exp
mental observations of nonmonotonic relaxati
kinetics.31–41In the present work we are going to discuss t
possible reasons for such nonmonotonic relaxation kine
using several different examples borrowed from recent
perimental studies.

It seems that the first experimental example of the n
monotonic relaxation kinetics was observed by Scho¨ler et al.
in Ref. 31 on the dielectric relaxation of glass-forming liqu
N-methyl-caprolactam confined in porous glass~see Fig. 1b
in Ref. 31!. In that work this relaxation process was attri
uted to the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars~MWS! interfacial polar-
ization effect. However, the experimental data presen
there31 do not clearly show the reverse of the relaxation tim
temperature dependence. Thus, to the best of our knowle
the dielectric relaxation study32 of water confined in porous
glasses was the first work in which the nonmonotonic te
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perature dependence oft was clearly demonstrated and a
signed to the specific relaxation process. In this case,
usual decrease of the relaxation time with increase in te
perature in the low temperature region could be observ
while in the high temperature region a further temperat
increase leads to the reverse of this tendency~see Fig. 1 in
Ref. 32!. At that time the reasons for this kinetics patte
were baffling and the authors of Ref. 32 analyzed only
low temperature part of the saddlelike Arrhenius plot in t
terms of VFT law~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 32!.

Then, Frunzaet al. observed34 a similar saddlelike depen
dence of the relaxation time on temperature in the dielec
relaxation study of Na58(AlO2)58(SiO2)136•mH2O zeolite
~NaY! of the faujasite type~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 34!. Later in
Ref. 35, similar to Refs. 32 and 33, this process was assig
to the relaxation of water molecules confined into the m
lecular cages of NaY.

Almost at the same time, nonmonotonic relaxation kin
ics was mentioned by Aliev et al.36 for the
4-n-octyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~8CB! liquid crystal confined
in oriented parallel cylindrical pores. In this case, the te
perature dependency of the librational mode relaxation t
for 8CB exhibits saddlelike behavior, as presented in Fig
in Ref. 36.

Then, absolutely unexpectedly, the nonmonotonic dep
dence of the relaxation time on temperature was observe
a dielectric study of copper doped KTa0.65Nb0.35O3 ~KTN!
ferroelectric crystal37 of perovskite structure. In this case, th
saddlelike process was observed in the ferroelectric phas
KTN and ascribed to the specific relaxation process rela
to the mobility of Cu ions.

It is curious to note that the folding kinetics o
proteins38,39 and heteropolymers40 also show a saddlelike
temperature dependence of folding time. In this work
shall discuss two particular examples of this behavior:
folding kinetics of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2~CI2! ~Ref. 39!
and computer simulations of the random amino acids fold
dynamics.40 In the case of proteins and heteropolymers, t
kinetic pattern is usually explained in the framework of t
random energy model~REM! or by using a modification for
the transition state theory.38–40 However, as was demon
strated in Ref. 41, this process can also be discussed b
on the idea of constraint in configurational space of the m
romolecule conformations. In this paper all the situatio
mentioned above, excluding the first example from Ref.
are discussed in the framework of a single model.

THE MODEL

The model we are going to utilize here was first intr
duced to describe the relaxation properties of water adso
on the inner surfaces of porous glasses.33 The main idea of
this model is that the relaxation kinetics provided in this ca
by a process that needs to satisfy two statistically indep
dent conditions. Thus, if one assigns the probabilityp1 to
satisfy the first condition andp2 to satisfy the second condi
tion, then the probabilityp to perform a relaxation act fo
such a system is

p5p1p2 . ~7!
4-2
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Let us discuss a system that consists of a number of part
where relaxation is provided by the reorientations~a jump or
another type of transition! of particles between two loca
equilibrium states. In the spirit of the Arrhenius model, t
first requirement for the relaxation is that the particles ha
enough energy to overcome the potential barrierEa between
the states of local equilibrium for elementary constituents
the system under consideration. Thus,

p15expS 2
Ea

kBTD . ~8!

The essential idea of the model is thatp2 is the probability
that there will be enough free volume in the vicinity of
relaxing particle to perform a reorientation. Then,

p25expS 2
v0

v f
D . ~9!

By itself this probability represents a kind of constraint f
the entire relaxation process and slows down the relaxat
Combining Eqs.~7!–~9! and taking into account the relation
ship t;1/p, the following expression can obtained:

lnS t

t0
D5

Ea

kBT
1

v0

v f
. ~10!

As mentioned earlier it is usually assumed that the free v
ume grows with an increase in temperature. This idea refl
thermal expansion, i.e., if the number or relaxing particles
the system is kept constant, then the thermal expansion l
to an increase of the free volume with temperature grow
However, this concern may be wrong for the confined sys
in which the total volume is kept constant, but the number
relaxing particles varies. In this case, if one implies that
number n of relaxing particles obeys the Boltzmann la
n5n0 exp(2Eb /kBT), then instead of Eq.~10! one immedi-
ately obtains33

lnS t

t0
D5

Ea

kBT
1C expS 2

Eb

kBTD , ~11!

where Eb is the energy required to make an inert partic
participate in relaxation~or alternatively the energy require
to form a so-called ‘‘defect’’!, C5v0n0 /V, andV is the total
volume of the system. In contrast to all other conside
kinetics models, Eq.~11! exhibits a nonmonotonic tempera
ture dependency since it is related to two processes
different nature: the Arrhenius term, reflecting the activa
character of the relaxation process, and the exponential t
reflecting a decrease of the free volume per relaxing part
with increase in temperature. This second term is a con
quence of constant volume constraint and the implicat
that the number of relaxing particles obeys Boltzmann law
the total volume of the systemV is sufficiently large and the
maximum possible concentration of relaxing particles is s
ficiently smalln0 /V!1/v0 , then the free volume argumen
become irrelevant and relaxation kinetics obtains an Arrh
ius form. However, in the case of a constraint, when
volume of a system is small andn0 /V'1/v0 , an increase of
temperature leads to a significant decrease of free vol
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and slows down the relaxation. As we are going to show,
situation usually occurs for ‘‘small’’ systems where relaxin
particles become able to participate in the relaxation due
the formation of some ‘‘defects’’ in ordered structure. In th
casen0 could be regarded as the maximum possible de
concentration. Therefore, confinement provides a comp
tively large concentration of defectsn0 /V, since for such a
system the confining geometry affects a comparatively lar
amount of system constituents.

A quite straightforward consequence of Eq.~11! is that
this relaxation kinetics reaches the shortest relaxation t
t f ast ,

t f ast5t0S eC
Eb

Ea
D Ea /Eb

, ~12!

at the optimal temperatureTopt ,

Topt5
Eb

kB ln~C Eb /Ea!
, ~13!

wheree'2.718 is the base of natural logarithm. From Eq
~12! and~13! it follows that the confinement is really impor
tant for this process. For example, if the total volume
systemV decreases, then, under all other equal condition
longer value oft f ast occurs at lowerTopt .

EXAMPLES

Dielectric relaxation of confined water

The present paper discusses two experimental exam
related to the dielectric spectroscopy of water confined at
inner interface of porous glasses32,33 and in the NaY zeolite
@Na58(AlO2)58(SiO2)136•mH2O#.34,35 It is known6,42 that the
dielectric relaxation of water is due to a reorientation of w
ter molecules that have a permanent dipole moment
310230 C m or 1.8 D!. It is also known6,42 that in bulk water
and ice, water molecules are embedded in the network st
ture of hydrogen bonds. Thus, the reorientation of a wa
molecule, leading to the dielectric relaxation, may occur o
in the vicinity of a defect in the hydrogen bond netwo
structure. A similar mechanism for confined water relaxat
was proposed recently.33 In this case,Ea can be regarded a
the activation energy of reorientation of a water molec
andEb as the defect formation energy.

Figures 1 and 2 present the experimental data for the
electric relaxation of water confined in the porous glas
and zeolite, respectively. Figure 1 shows one can find th
curves corresponding to the three different porous glas
samples A, B, and C that are different in their structure~av-
erage pore diameter! and chemical treatment. Figure 2 re
resents two different experimental runs for the same N
zeolite sample. The fitting curves presented in these figu
show that the model~11! is in good agreement with the ex
perimental data. The fitted values ofEa and Eb for all the
samples are in fair agreement with the energies attribute
the water molecule reorientation and defect formation for
bulk ice I that are evaluated as 55.5 kJ/mol and 32.9 kJ/m
respectively.6,42 This fact leads to the conclusion that mo
4-3
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probably the water confined in small pores is quite immob
and represents a kind of icelike structure. For further disc
sion more detailed information about the samples should
recalled. For example, let us discuss the relationship betw
the pore network structure and fitted activation energiesEa
andEb . It follows from Refs. 34 and 35 that the characte
istic dimension of the NaY zeolite supercage is abou
nm.34,35 The pore diameters of samples A and B are alm
the same (;50 nm), while the chemical treatment of the
samples is different. Glass B was obtained from glass
through additional immersion in the KOH solution. Samp
C has pores with an average diameter of 300 nm and, a
the case of sample A, was not specially purified w
KOH.32,33

FIG. 1. Temperature dependency of the dielectric relaxa
time of water confined in porous glasses~Ref. 33!. Symbols repre-
sent experimental data. Full lines correspond to the best fit acc
ing to Eq. ~11!. Sample A ~cycles!: ln t0522760.5, Ea546
61 kJ/mol, Eb53361 kJ/mol, C5273104693104. Sample B
~boxes!: ln t0523360.5, Ea55361 kJ/mol, Eb52961 kJ/mol,
C573104623104. Sample C~triangles!: ln t0522660.3, Ea

53861 kJ/mol, Eb53261 kJ/mol, C5123104633104.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependency of the dielectric relaxa
time of water confined in NaY zeolite with faujasite structure. Bla
squares represent experimental data from Ref. 34. Open cycles
respond to data from Ref. 35. Full line shows the best fit accord
to Eq. ~11!; ln t05240.160.7, Ea54861 kJ/mol, Eb525
61 kJ/mol, C52.4310460.93104. The dashed line marks th
point where the experimental data start to deviate from model~11!,
most probably, due to the evaporation of water.
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It follows from the fit presented in Fig. 1 thatEb energies
for all porous glass samples are about the same value o
kJ/mol. However, for sample B the value ofEb is about 10%
less than those for samples A and C. This fact probably
be explained by the additional chemical treatment of sam
B with KOH, which removes the silica gel from the inne
surfaces of the pore network. It is reasonable to assume
the defects generally formed at water interfaces and o
then penetrated into the water layer. Thus, it seems that
KOH treatment decreases the interaction between the w
and inner pore surfaces and consequently decreases th
fect formation energyEb . Following this logic, it can be
concluded that in the case of NaY the strength of the in
action between the water molecules and the inner pore
face is even less than this strength for sample B since
defect formation energyEb for NaY is about 25% less than
33 kJ/mol~see Fig. 2!.

This finding is also supported by the specific phenome
observed for NaY in the high temperature range. As can
seen in Fig. 2, there is a significant deviation apart from
model ~11! for this sample in the temperature range abo
352.9 K. This phenomenon was assigned to the evapora
of water out of the molecular cage of NaY.35 However, in
Fig. 1, there is no sign of a similar process. Thus, this obs
vation once again implies that the interaction between
water molecules and pore interface is significantly less
the NaY zeolite than for the porous glasses A, B, and C.

Dielectric relaxation of confined liquid crystal

The dielectric behavior of liquid crystal 8CB
(4-n-octyl-48-cyanobiphenyl) has been investigate
thoroughly.43–49 Molecules of 8CB have quite large dipol
moments~about 17310230 C m or 5 D! oriented along the
molecule’s long axis, making dielectric measurements of t
liquid crystal a comparatively simple task. In addition to t
nematic phase in the region between 306.7 K and 314
bulk 8CB has a smectic-A phase in the temperature rang
from 294.3 K up to 306.7 K. Confined in a nanoporous m
trix, 8CB exhibits a rich dielectric spectrum with sever
separated relaxation processes, which can be ascribed t
MWS interfacial polarization effect, reorientation of 8C
molecules situated at the pore walls, the ‘‘bulklike’’ reorie
tation around the short molecular axis, and the so-called
brational~tumbling! mode.36

This paper discusses the temperature dependence o
librational mode relaxation time of confined 8CB. In th
regard, it is necessary to note that a dielectric spectrosc
investigation of this mode requires the following experime
tal condition: the probing electrical field should be perpe
dicular to the direction of the molecular dipole. Therefore,
conduct such a study, the authors of Ref. 36 used the An
ore membrane matrix with cylindrical parallel pores of 2
nm diameter treated with lecithin. This treatment provide
homeotropic boundary condition for 8CB, i.e., all molecul
become oriented perpendicular to the pore walls. Thus,
aligning a probing electrical field along the pore axis, t
necessary requirements for measuring the librational m
relaxation kinetics are satisfied.
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The experimental results in Fig. 3 show well-pronounc
nonmonotonic behavior in the low temperature region bef
the nematic-isotropic transition at 312.9 K, while after t
transition this relaxation mode exhibits Arrhenius relaxat
kinetics. This transition is also well observed for the reorie
tation of 8CB molecules around their short axis presente
Fig. 4.

The nonmonotonic behavior of relaxation kinetics for t
librational mode in confined 8CB was phenomenologic
discussed in Ref. 36 as a complex phenomenon, havin
origin in two different processes. The authors of Ref.
suggested that in the low temperature range, where the re
ation time normally decreases with temperature, relaxa
kinetics is mainly governed by the variations of 8CB visco
ity. In contrast, at the high temperature range, where

FIG. 3. Temperature dependency of the dielectric relaxa
time for the librational mode in the 8CB liquid crystal confined
parallel cylindrical pores Ref. 36. Symbols represent experime
data. Full line corresponds to the best fit according to Eq.~11!:
ln t05249.760.2, Ea5Eb572.260.4 kJ/mol,C53.13101260.5
31012. The vertical dashed line marks the transition between n
atic ~Nm! and isotropic phases of confined 8CB.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependency of the dielectric relaxa
time of the process due to reorientation of molecules around t
short axis in confined 8CB~Ref. 36!. Symbols represent the exper
mental data. The full line corresponds to Arrhenius dependence
~1!, in the nematic phase of confined 8CB: lnt05245.860.5, Ea

57261 kJ/mol. The vertical dashed lines mark transitions betw
smectic-A (Sm-A), nematic~Nm!, and isotropic states of 8CB.
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relaxation abnormally increases with temperature, the or
ing effect is important. In this region the decrease of t
order parameter with temperature increase leads to
growth of amplitude for the molecular orientation fluctu
tions and this higher amplitude of fluctuations implies long
relaxation times.36

In this regard, model~11! suggests an alternative interpr
tation for the experimental data. As can be seen in Fig. 3,
model reasonably describes the data in the ordered p
excluding the region of the nematic-isotropic phase transit
around 312.9 K. The fitting presented in this figure sho
that the activation energies,Ea and Eb , for the librational
mode in confined 8CB are equal to each other and both
about 72 kJ/mol. Thus, following model~11! paradigm, it
can be argued that the librational mode in this case is p
vided by a single process that is a kind of reorientation or
of an 8CB molecule. This tilt, or reorientation, should play
double role in the process under consideration. First, sinc
is an activated process, it should provide an Arrhenius te
in model~11!; second, since a tilted molecule may block a
open the possibility to tilt for the molecules in its vicinity,
should provide a decrease of the free volume and produce
second exponential term in Eq.~11!. Note that activation
energiesEa andEb are quite close to the activation energy
reorientation in an 8CB molecule around its short axis in
nematic phase~see caption to Fig. 4!. This coincidence may
imply that the reorientation of a molecule around its sh
axis is the process leading to the abnormal saddlelike re
ation kinetics presented in Fig. 3.

Dielectric relaxation in doped ferroelectric crystal

The doped ferroelectric crystals are intensively stud
systems due to their practical importance.50–56These crystals
are perspective candidates for optoelectronic applicatio
Motivated by these practical needs, dielectric spectrosc
was used in Ref. 37 to characterize the properties of the K
(KTa0.65Nb0.35O3) ferroelectric crystal of the perovskit
structure doped with Cu with a concentration of about o
copper ion per thousand unit cells of KTN.

Due to high symmetry a perovskite unit cell has no
electric dipole moment in the cubic paraelectric phase. Ho
ever, in the paraelectric phase, the unit cell of a perovs
has lower symmetry, leading to the existence of a compa
tively large elementary dipole associated with a unit cell. F
example, the value of such a dipole moment for the BaT3
perovskite ferroelectric crystal was estimated as
310230 C m or 3 D ~see p. 378 in Ref. 51!.

Under temperature variations, KTN undergoes three tr
sitions among the phases with rhombohedral, orthorhom
tetragonal, and cubic unit cells as outlined in Fig. 5.37,50 In
the cubic phase above 295.9 K the crystal exhibits parae
tric properties. Below this temperature, the crystal dem
strates ferroelectric behavior, and both subsequent transit
at 289.2 K and at 230 K are transitions between the differ
unit cells in the ferroelectric phase.

It was observed37,55 that copper doping in KTN generate
a specific relaxation process that does not exist in nondo
crystals. This process demonstrates nonmonotonic temp
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ture dependence as presented in Fig 5. It was assumed37 that
this process in the paraelectric phase is due to the reorie
tion of virtual dipoles provided by the Cu ions hopping b
tween different states of local equilibrium in a multiwell p
tential created by local fields in the KTN unit cell.

In the ferroelectric phase, this process shows nonmo
tonic relaxation kinetics that can be described by model~11!
in the temperature range corresponding to the orthorhom
organization of the KTN unit cell~see Fig. 5!. In this case,
the activation energyEb'33 kJ/mol~see Fig. 5! is similar to
that of Cu ion jumps in the multiwell potential in th
paraelectric cubic phase of KTN, which is about 38 kJ/mo37

Such jumps of Cu ions may create structural ‘‘defects’’ in t
orthorhombic unit cell. These defects may block and op
the possibility of moving some other subunits in the orth
rhombic unit cell. Thus, the movements of these subu
should be related to the activation energyEa .

According to Ref. 37, these mobile subunits are, m
probably, the so-called oxygen octahedra, which are six o
gen ion structures situated at the centers of the perovs
unit cell faces. The oxygen octahedron may tilt57 with re-
spect to the base vectors of the unit cell that leads to
orientation of the elementary dipole moment. The activat
energy of this tilt reorientation, evaluated for the simil
crystal La2CuO4 , is about 23 kJ/mol~Ref. 58! and close to
the valueEa'11 kJ/mol obtained for KTN.

Therefore, it may be argued that the nonmonotonic rel
ation kinetics in the ferroelectric orthorhombic phase
KTN is phenomenon dependent on two processes. The
process is the tilt of oxygen octahedron, which changes
orientation of the elementary dipole moments associa
with the unit cell and is described by the Arrhenius term w
the activation energyEa in model~11!. The second process i
Cu ion jumps between the several local minima positio
with the activation energyEb . For the latter process, when
Cu ion reaches a certain place in the multiwell potential
creates a ‘‘defect’’ in the unit cell structure and blocks t
possibility for oxygen octahedron to be tilted. Thus, the

FIG. 5. Temperature dependency of the dielectric relaxa
time for the process attributed to Cu doping in KTN. Open cyc
represent experimental data from Ref. 37. The full line correspo
to the best fit according to Eq.~11!: ln t0522265, Ea511
61 kJ/mol, Eb53364 kJ/mol, C51.3310660..83106. The
dashed lines mark transitions among the phases with rhombohe
orthorhombic, tetragonal, and cubic unit cells.
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crease of such ‘‘defects’’ with an increase in temperat
slows down the relaxation process, as is described by
exponential term in the right-hand side of Eq.~11!. In this
case, the necessary free volume needed for the oxygen
hedron tilt is provided by the difference in the ionic radii fo
the Cu21 and K1 ions while the transition from the paraele
tric to ferroelectric phase provides the necess
confinement.37

It is also worth looking at here the similarity between t
relaxation kinetics patterns presented in Figs. 3 and 5
both cases, the Arrhenius kinetics appears in disordered
mogeneous phases~the isotropic phase of 8CB and th
paraelectric phase of KTN!, while nonmonotonic relaxation
kinetics occurs in the ordered phases~nematic and smectic-A
phases of 8CB and ferroelectric phases of KTN!. This obser-
vation highlights the basic idea of model~11!: to be valid this
model needs not only confinement, but also the possibility
introducing a kind of defect in regular structures. Evident
this possibility exists only for ordered substances.

Folding kinetics of random heteropolymers and proteins

All examples of nonmonotonic relaxation kinetics di
cussed above were related to the physical phenomena inv
ing a reorientation of some elementary subunits of a mac
scopic system in a confined geometry. However,
nonmonotonic kinetics is also inherent to macromolecu
folding.38–41,59–62

The macromolecular folding process is a transition from
chainlike macromolecular structure, a so-called unfolded
steric state, to the three-dimensional globular conformat
of a macromolecule, the so-called folded state or native c
formation in the case of biopolymers.61 Sometimes the fold-
ing process is regarded as a complex chemical reaction
alternatively, as a physical transition. Thus, a number
works argue about this process, using the folding reac
ratekf description, and, alternatively, some part of the inve
tigators imply the terms of folding timest f51/kf . Both de-
scriptions are equivalent from a phenomenological point
view. However, to be consistent with previous examples
our work we shall continue with physical terminology.

Folding is an extremely complex process, especially
the case of biopolymers. Many efforts have been underta
in order to clarify its nature preceding the pioneering work38

which utilized the REM, borrowed from solid state physics63

to describe protein folding. However, despite the fact t
REM significantly advances progress in the scientific und
standing of folding, there are still many unsolved problems64

Therefore, there is an alternative point of view that tre
folding in the framework of the modified theory of transitio
states.39

It has already been mentioned that biopolymer folding i
very complex process in which the internal correlations
tween different parts of a macromolecule are importa
Most probably, this is an asynchronous process in that
correlations may change at different folding stages. In t
regard, it should be pointed out that the model~11! does not
imply any correlations by virtue of the independent pro
abilities in Eq.~7!.
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The initial simplified example is related to comput
simulations of random heteropolymer folding that also do
not imply any correlations between the macromolecule c
stituents. This example will be considered, i.e., the data b
rowed from Ref. 40, dealing with simulations of rando
amino acid sequences via a three-dimensional lattice mo

The computer simulation data from Ref. 40 for three d
ferent random sequences of 27 amino acids~sequences 1, 4
and 8! compared with the fitting curves is presented in Fig.
As can be seen, model~11! reasonably fits these data. How
ever, there is one important feature in the interpretation
model~11!. In contrast to the previous examples, in the ca
under consideration the confinement does not appears in
space, but does appears in the configurational space of
romolecular conformations.41 Thus, in the case of folding the
probabilitiesp1 andp2 in Eq. ~7! should be regarded as th
probabilities of breaking a bond between the neighbor
beads in a macromolecule chain and the probability of fi
ing the native contact for a certain bond, respectively. Th
in this case is the bond energy of two beadsEb and other
parameters of the model~11! obey41

Ea5qEb , C5qN, ~14!

whereq is the averaged number of degrees of freedom
bead in the macromolecular chain andN is the number of
beads~length of a macromolecule or the number of residu
for biopolymer!. As can be recognized from the capture f
Fig. 6, the fitted values ofEb are almost the same for a
analyzed sequences, meaning that for these model syste
is necessary to expend roughly the same energy to estab
bond between the two beads of the macromolecule ch
Thus, the only parameter that varies the curve shapes is
averaged number of degrees of freedom per beadq.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependency of the folding time for th
random amino acid sequences of equal lengthN527 ~Refs. 40 and
41!. The data in this figure imply thatkB51 and is dimensionless
Symbols represent experimental data. Full lines correspond to
best fit according to Eq.~11!. Sequence 1~cycles!: ln t0521.2
60.4, Eb50.48860.002, q53.3660.08, Ea5q Eb51.637, C
5qN590.6. Sequence 4~boxes!: ln t051.860.3, Eb50.498
60.002, q52.7360.07, Ea5q Eb51.362, C5qN573.8. Se-
quence 8 ~triangles!: ln t0522.160.3, Eb50.49560.001, q
53.4060.06, Ea5q Eb51.683, C5qN591.8. The dashed line
marks the temperatureTopt corresponding to the fastest folding tim
t f ast .
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To test model~11! for folding kinetics of the real biopoly-
mer, the experimental data for CI2 borrowed from Ref. 3
where used. This biopolymer consists of 64 residues and
the first real protein discussed in the framework of tw
state mechanism.65 However, as can be observed in Fig.
these experimental data may also be treated in the framew
of model ~11!. The coincidence between the experimen
data for real CI2 protein~which certainly has internal corre
lations between its constituents! and model~11! ~which does
not imply any correlation! most probably means that the no
monotonic saddlelike character of the biopolymer folding
netics is independent of internal correlations.

The above statement is essentially different from the g
eral opinion that internal correlations in macromolecules
responsible for all folding properties. In this regar
Levinthal’s famous paradox should be mentioned.61,66 This
claims that the random search through the whole spac
protein conformations implies an exponential increase oft f
with the protein lengtht f5t0qN and leads to the enor
mously lengthy folding times that cannot explain compa
tively the fast folding of real proteins. The usual point
view is that this paradox should be resolved through
concept of internal correlations.60,61,67,68

Taking Eq.~14! into account from Eqs.~12! and~13!, the
following expressions are obtained:

Topt5
Eb

kB ln~N!
~15!

and

t f ast5t0~e N!q ~16!

Thus, model~11! implies that the fastest folding timet f ast ,
corresponding to theTopt , demonstrates power-law depe
dency on macromolecular length that is considerably slo
than the exponential growth discussed by Levinthal. It h

e

he

FIG. 7. Temperature dependency of folding time for the C
obtained from pH jumps at pH 6.3~Ref. 39!. Symbols represent the
experimental data. The full line corresponds to the best fit accord
to Eq. ~11!: ln t0528362, Eb511.2860.01 kJ/mol, q515.1
60.3, Ea5q Eb5178.5,C5qN5966.5,N564. The dashed line
marks the temperatureTopt corresponding to the fastest folding tim
t f ast56.1 ms.
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already been mentioned that model~11! does not imply any
correlation between constituents of a macromolecule,
rather implies a random search for the folded conformati
However, in this case, the idea of confinement provide
significant decrease of searching time due to the decreas
the configurational space.

DISCUSSION

Possible modifications of the model

All the examples described above show that confinem
in many cases may be responsible for nonmonotonic re
ation kinetics and could lead to a saddlelike dependenc
relaxation time versus temperature. However, this is not
only possible reason for nonmonotonic kinetics. For
stance, Ref. 69, devoted to the dielectric study of an anti
romagnetic crystal, discusses a model based on the ide
screening particles. Starting from the Arrhenius equation
implying that the Arrhenius activation energy has linear d
pendency on the concentration of screening charge carr
the authors of Ref. 69 also obtained an expression that
lead to the nonmonotonically obtained relaxation kinetics
der certain conditions. However, the experimental data
cussed in this work do not clearly show a saddlelike beha
of relaxation time temperature dependence. The author
Ref. 69 do not even discuss such a possibility. Therefore
the moment it is difficult to judge whether the model in Re
69 is relevant to real systems having saddlelike nonmo
tonic kinetics.

At the same time, model~11! is also open to modifica
tions. This model is based on assumptions~8! and~9! regard-
ing temperature dependencies for the probabilitiesp1 and
p2 . Implying a cooperative term of VFT type forp1 , instead
of the Arrhenius law~8!, we find the temperature depen
dency of relaxation time is obtained in the form

lnS t

t0
D5

DTK

T2TK
1C expS 2

Eb

kBTD , ~17!

where the first term of VFT type on the right hand side of E
~12! could express the idea of cooperative behavior in acc
dance with the Adam-Gibbs model.17

Confined glassy water

The experimental data for water confined in the poro
glass sample C that was discussed in the preceding se
~see Fig. 1!, is well fitted with Eq.~17! as presented in Fig. 8
Compared to other samples, this porous glass has the la
pore diameter and humidity.32,33 Therefore, it is reasonabl
that the cooperative relaxation properties, described by
VFT term, should be more pronounced for this sample. I
worth noting that the fitted value of the Kauzmann tempe
ture TK512467 K ~see caption for Fig. 8!. From theTK
value, using the empirical ruleTg;(1.1– 1.2)TK ,10 the esti-
mation Tg;145 K of the water-glass transition temperatu
could be obtained. This value is in fair agreement with us
estimationsTg for water that are expressed by the interv
Tg'13066 K.70–72The fitted value of fragilityD51062 is
close to the estimations of this parameterD'8 that have
01420
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been derived from the diffusivity data for the amorpho
solid water in Ref. 71. These findings may also support
idea that the porous glass samples treated in the prece
discussion dealt with a kind of noncrystalline state of wat
The most probable reason for this is the pore walls provid
the necessary confinement. Note that in porous glasses
glassy properties of water can be observed at the comp
tively high temperatures about room temperature, wher
the usual ways to obtain glassy water require quite low te
peratures and special treatment.70,71 However, to support
these experimental findings further instigations are requir

Relationships between the static properties and dynamics

The next idea is to compare the data obtained from
kinetics and other relaxation process parameters. The
for water confined in porous glass C could be discussed
relation to the kinetics and static properties of the dielec
relaxation processes related to the two differe
experiments.73 The two experimental runs presented in Fig
are quite similar at the low temperatures. However, in
high temperature range, they exhibit a remarkable differe
from each other.

In Fig. 9, temperature dependencies of the so-called
electric strengthD« for these experiments are presented. T
dielectric strength is the difference between high and l
frequency limits of the real part of the complex dielectr
permittivity of the process under consideration. This quan
reflects the concentration of dipole momentsnd in a sample
and, in its simplest approximation, is in linear proportion
concentrationD«;nd ,74 i.e., the dielectric strength is pro
portional to the water content. Thus, the two experimen
runs presented in Fig. 9, as well as data in Fig. 8, corresp
to the two different amounts of water in sample C.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependency of dielectric relaxation ti
for water confined in sample C. The data were measured un
different conditions and contain a different amount of water: op
circles correspond to the data presented earlier in Fig. 1; full circ
represent the experiment with reduced water content~Ref. 73!. Full
line is the best fit according to Eq.~17!: ln t05217.860.5, Eb

53961 kJ/mol, TK512467 K, D51062, C593105633105.
The dashed line was simulated from Eq.~17! for the same lnt0,
Eb , TK andD, but with C divided by a factor 1.8~see explanation
in text!.
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NONMONOTONIC RELAXATION KINETICS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 014204 ~2004!
Recall that the preexponential factorC5v0n0 /V, where
n0 is the maximum possible number of defects. This num
is proportional to the water content andC;n0;nd;D«.
The dielectric strengthD« for these runs are almost consta
~the variations ofD« are about 5% of the averaged value f
both runs!. By comparing the averaged values ofD« for
these runs, the difference in water content between th
experiments has been estimated to be 1.8 times~see Fig. 9!.
The preexponential factorsC for these two situations shoul

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Emai
dress: yurif@vms.huji.ac.il
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also be different by the same factor. The comparison in F
8 shows that this is actually so.

CONCLUDING REMARK

The main goal of our paper was the idea that confinem
could be responsible for the nonmonotonic relaxation kin
ics and could provide a specific saddlelike temperature
pendency for relaxation time. The experimental examp
discussed show that this type of kinetics may be inheren
the systems of absolutely different natures: confined liqu
ferroelectric and liquid crystals, and even macromolecu
folding kinetics. In these cases, the particular interpretat
of the parameters of model~11! is dependent on the dis
cussed experimental situation. We are far from the opin
that confinement is the only reason for nonmonotonic rel
ation kinetics. However, for all the examples discussed
this paper, the nonmonotonic dependence of the relaxa
time on temperature has the same origin, that is, confinem
either in real or configurational space.
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